Abstract. The geometric irregularities present inside a structure results in an improper stress distribution caused during manufacturing, which not only affects the strength of the component but also its vibrational behaviour when operated in a fluctuating environment. The emphasis of this paper is to evaluate the stress behavioral characteristics of plates with different cutout shapes. Two different loading conditions with three different types of plates made of Mild Steel are used for this analysis. From the present investigation, it may be concluded that where the max stress occurs. The methodology adopted in this research work is based on the numerical technique of finite element method, which uses SOLID 185 in ANSYS 19.1 solver. For further analysis, the obtained results are validated with previous literature works which were found satisfactory when related to the present study. It may be noted that FEM provides good insight for the determination of stress and deflection, with different parameters.
Introduction
Plates are the structural members which are generally manufactured for fabrication purpose. The presence of cut out in plates is especially carried out for inserting bolt and nuts. In order to reduce the weight of the structural members, these cutouts play a crucial role. The stress concentration caused due to cutouts with improper alignment in fastening may lead to high stresses, even sometimes it may cause the failure of the structural members. In order to assess the failure of these components stated in terms of deflection and stresses finite element analysis, a numerical method used as an important tool for finding out the stress behaviour characteristics.
Literature review
Active researchers in the field of structural engineering carried out enormous work on stress analysis of plates with various configurations. The stress analysis of a rectangular plate with a central hole was carried out by Dhanjal [1] . Using finite element method from the research they observed that the value of SEF tends to increase whereas the value of vonMises stress tends to decrease with an increase in / ratio. The calculation of stresses and deflection for a rectangular plate with central hole subjected to transverse loading was done by Jain [2] . He considered both isotropic and orthotropic materials for his analysis. Ahmed [3] used tensile load for assessing the deflection and stresses over circular plate made of isotropic material and orthotropic materials. He used FEM based Ansys tool for performing the analysis. The stress analysis of composite plates with varying cutouts was carried out by Riyah and Ahmed [4] . Various orientation angles in the ply sequence are experimented in their analysis. The Elasto-plastic stress analysis with varying boundary conditions was done by Sayman and Askoy [5] . They used clamped free and simply supported boundary conditions for metal matrix laminated plates positioned with a central hole. The stress analysis has been carried out based on classical lamination plate theory. Using finite element method as a basis the determination of Von misses and deflection for a rectangular plate with elliptical home was carried out by Dheeraj and Singh [6] .With the plate dimensions remaining the same and varying the diameter of the hole to the width of the plate the effect on orientation angle on shear, axial stresses and their corresponding deflections for the clamped free boundary conditions are examined. Shaik and Mirzana [7] performed the static analysis for a plate with a central hole with different materials. Mekalke [8] investigated the stress analysis of a plate with a central hole subjected to uniform stress distribution. From his examination, he determined the deviation in the results by varying the mesh sizes and types. Brahmbhatt [9] analyzed the rectangular plate with an elliptical hole for stress analysis. From the results, he concluded that the stress intensity factor gives less error for the lower values of aspect ratio.
Problem definition
For present work, various shapes of plates with mild steel as the base material is used for calculating the induced stresses and deformations produced due to the uniformly distributed pressure. Also, the effect of various cutout shapes of rectangular, square, triangular, circular, elliptical with two different boundary conditions clamped free and simply supported conditions have been analyzed. The stress concentration factor for a rectangular plate made of Magnesium alloy and Polyethylene material subjected to clamped boundary conditions are determined, taken from the literature. The material properties are shown in Table 1and Table 2 gives the dimensions of the plate with cutouts. 
Results and discussions
The stress analysis of a rectangular and square plate with a case of clamped free and simply supported boundary conditions has been studied in the present study for which the deflections and corresponding stresses are obtained. The effects of different cutouts positioned centrally in these plates are observed. The following observations are made to meet the desired result is as follows: 1) Table 3 gives the values of stress and its corresponding deflections for a rectangular plate subjected to clamped free boundary conditions. From the results, it can be observed that the deformation value will be same for all the cutouts with a marginal difference, whereas the values of vonMises stress, Principal stresses, and Componential stresses are more for a rectangular plate with the square type of cutout.
2) From Table 4 with the change of plate from rectangular to square type applying the same clamped free boundary condition, the value of stress components is more for the square type of cutout followed by the elliptical type.
3) Table 5 signifies that with the change of boundary condition from clamped free to simply supported type applied to rectangular plate the deformation and maximum stress are more for the square type of cutout whereas components stress and principal stresses are more for triangular type cutout.
4) From Table 6 the square plate with simply supported type boundary condition it makes clear that the value of deformation and maximum stress are more for the square type of cutout whereas components stress and principal stresses are more for triangular type cutout. 
Conclusions
The stress analysis of plates with a centrally positioned cutout is of practical importance in designing the engineering structures, closed form of solutions for different types of cutouts for plates are not generally available, for these types of cutouts the solutions are determined either experimentally or numerically using finite element methods. This study has presented a numerical solution for various stresses i.e. rectangular and square plates with specially shaped cutouts. The stress analysis of isotropic material based rectangular and square plates with a variety of centrally located cutouts was investigated. Numerical studies were conducted to investigate the effects of variation on cutout shape, geometries in the location and the value of the maximum stress in the plate under uniformly distributed pressure. Two types of boundary conditions simply supported and clamped free is applied to the plates consisting of special cutout shape. The adapted numerical scheme can be used for evaluating the stress concentration and finding out the stress distribution in isotropic and laminated plates. The effect of cutout shape for static analysis of plates can significantly change by varying the material properties, cutout parameters.
